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Italy's political s ituation is indicative of larger movements in the EU. Image credit: Armani

By DANNY PARISI

VENICE, Italy – T he European Union is in a difficult situation but even as member states leave or contemplate
leaving, the crisis presents an opportunity to strengthen the architecture of the EU.

According to economist and former Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti, the various crises facing the EU also
represent a golden opportunity. At the Financial T imes Business of Luxury Summit on May 21, Mr. Monti spoke with
Martin Wolf, chief economics commenter at Financial T imes, about the various challenges that lie in the future for
Italy and all of Europe.
"Europe needs crises to become more adult, so in that regard we are in great shape," Mr. Monti said. "With the
election of [President] Macron, all the ingredients are there for a new cuisine of Europe."
Golden opportunity
At the Financial T imes Business of Luxury summit, an overarching theme is the transformation of Europe’s many
once-solid alliances into something more fragile.
T here is a growing divide between the Northern and Southern countries of the EU in terms of economics as well as
between Eastern and Western countries in terms of democratic norms.
Simultaneously, Brexit and the rise of anti-EU sentiment among many member states has made the situation even
more disrupted. T his unbalancing has put many on edge.
Mr. Monti sees some recent changes, such as the election of Emmanuel Macron in France, as hope spots.
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"I’m less optimistic now than I was six months ago," Mr. Monti said. "Because there is an asynchrony there.
"Macron is a uniquely strong leader riding in a pause where the ideals that he champions with great courage are
coming out of fashion," he said. "I’m a bit concerned. We finally have France back but we don’t have Germany
anymore in terms of willingness to improve European construction."
Alongside these cultural and political challenges, Europe’s economies are suffering as well.
Financial T imes’ Mr. Wolf pointed out that in many areas, European countries are now lagging behind prosperous
Asian countries with high growth rates, with China being a particularly strong example.
"Asia is becoming more important," Financial T imes' Mr. Wolf said. "Asia is growing three times as fast than other
countries."
EU stability
While much of Mr. Monti and Mr. Wolf’s conversation was focused on the ways that Europe and the EU are facing
challenges, those same challenges can also help the EU reshape itself into something stronger.
For example, the impact of the United Kingdom’s Brexit vote is still being felt today, but the election of Emmanuel
Macron in France and other recent developments in the region suggest the European project is not dead.
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After nationalist elements of U.K.’s political culture successfully pushed the country to vote to leave the European
Union, many believed that Europe was on the verge of breaking apart for good. Speaking at a New York T imes
Luxury event last year, another of Italy’s former prime ministers, Enrico Letta, claimed that it is too early to count

Europe out for good just yet (see story).
Mr. Monti even suggests that the anti-EU movements that have arisen in the U.K. and Italy can also be agents of
positive change for the EU as a whole.
"What I suggest to populists when I have a chance is to say 'Your two targets are the Italian establishment and the
EU,'" Mr. Monti said. "I tell them to focus their fire on the Italian establishment which needs to be more competitive,
more open.
"If you do these things to modernize the country and make it more competitive, the EU will be on your side."
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